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Diet for a Small Planet Nov 06 2020 The book that started a revolution in the way Americans eat The
extraordinary book that taught America the social and personal significance of a new way of eating is still a
complete guide for eating well in the twenty-first century. Sharing her personal evolution and how this
groundbreaking book changed her own life, world-renowned food expert Frances Moore Lappé offers an allnew, even more fascinating philosophy on changing yourself—and the world—by changing the way you eat. The
Diet for a Small Planet features: • simple rules for a healthy diet • streamlined, easy-to-use format • food
combinations that make delicious, protein-rich meals without meat • indispensable kitchen hints—a
comprehensive reference guide for planning and preparing meals and snacks • hundreds of wonderful recipes
Nourish Jun 20 2019 "An evidence-based, practical resource that explores the many benefits of a plant-based
diet and provides parents with the tools they need to feed their families for health and with joy. While nearly all
parents agree that a nutritious diet is important for children to thrive, most feel that their children are not
eating a healthy diet. This is not surprising, given the demands of busy families and confusing, conflicting
research about what diet is really best for health. Nourish offers the solution parents have been waiting for
when it comes to deciding what and how to feed their families. Authors Reshma Shah, MD, a plant-based
pediatrician and affiliate clinical instructor at Stanford University School of Medicine, and Brenda Davis, RD, a
world-renowned expert and pioneer in plant-based nutrition, will empower parents to become the experts of
nourishing their families."--Amazon.
The 31-Day Food Revolution Oct 17 2021 A step-by-step guide to revolutionize your diet and launch you on the
path to long-term health in just one month, written by Ocean Robbins, CEO of the Food Revolution Network.
The 31-Day Food Revolution is an eater's guide to liberation from a toxic food world. It offers readers an action
plan to eating food that is healthy, humane, sustainable, and delicious. In recent years, we have seen people
beginning to seek out more wholesome and natural diets to combat ill health, but with all the information
available out there, finding the right path to health can be confusing and frustrating. In this book, Ocean
Robbins, CEO of the Food Revolution Network, reveals the dark secrets the food industry doesn't want you to
know that are making you and the people you love sick. He then shows you how, in just 31 days, you can use the
healing power of foods to heal your gut, lose excess weight, dramatically lower your risk for diseases including
cancer, heart disease, dementia, and diabetes - and contribute to a healthier planet. This is not a typical diet
book: it doesn't fit into a particular 'diet' like vegan, paleo or sugar-free. Rather, it aims to educate the readers
about the impact of nutrition on their long-term health, and does so from a strong scientific foundation. The
steps in this book have been field-tested on the Food Revolution Network community and have been proven to
work in medical studies as well as in Robbins' own body of work. But these are presented in a digestible way, so
that however little knowledge you have of food and the food industry, you can begin to make healthier choices
right now. The book is divided into 31 chapters - one for each day, to help readers adopt new healthy habits
until they became the new normal.
The Vegan Starter Kit Sep 16 2021 Leading medical authority Neal Barnard, MD, FACC, shows you how to put
the power of a vegan diet to work with an easy, step-by-step approach. Many are looking to adopt a more
healthful diet but may have questions, like: How do I plan a vegan meal' Is protein an issue' How do I make it
work if I don't cook' Which are the best choices at restaurants' In THE VEGAN STARTER KIT Dr. Neal Barnard,
perhaps the world's most respected authority on vegan diets, answers your questions and gives you everything
you need to put vegan power to work. You'll learn how to ensure complete nutrition, and get quick-reference
charts for calcium sources, tips for modifying your favorite recipes, and examples of quick and easy meals.
Everything you need for permanent weight control and dramatically better health is presented. THE VEGAN
STARTER KIT also includes information on healthy eating in childhood, pregnancy, and other stages of life, and
a complete set of basic meals, holiday feasts, snacks, among many other features.
The Happy Pear: Recipes for Happiness Oct 05 2020 The No 1 bestsellers' new book - packed with quick and
easy veggie options, clever meat-free versions of popular favourites and inspiring advice on how to be healthier!
'These lovely boys always create incredibly tasty food' Jamie Oliver Though they have written two No 1
bestselling vegetarian cookbooks, David and Stephen Flynn, the twins behind the Happy Pear cafés and food

business, know it can be challenging to juggle everything and still feel inspired! And being busy dads
themselves they also know the pressure of getting delicious healthy meals on the table every day. So Recipes
for Happiness is very close to their hearts. And it does what it says on the cover: it is crammed with recipes to
make you happier - including a huge section of economical easy dinners that can be rustled up in 15 minutes
(chickpea tikka masala, thai golden curry, one-pot creamy mushroom pasta); gorgeous hearty dishes (goulash,
Greek summer stew, an ingenious one-pot lasagne that's cooked the hob); a selection of plant-based
alternatives to family favourites (burgers, hotdogs, nuggets, kebabs), and irresistible treats (summer fruit
bakewell tart, double choc brownie cake). For nearly 15 years David and Stephen's mantra has been Eat More
Veg!. They have seen fads come and go and they know that what works - for themselves, their families and the
thousands of people who eat the Happy Pear way. Cook from Recipes for Happiness and you too will definitely
be well on the way to making your life healthier and happier! 'The poster boys for a healthy way of life!' Sunday
Times 'A healthy eating phenomenon' Mail on Sunday 'These twins are on a roll' Time Out '[They] couldn't look
healthier or happier ... poster boys for vegetarianism' The Times 'Crammed with great recipes to make you
healthier and happier' Take a Break 'The boys are helping to make the world a healthier, happier place ...
what's not to love?' Vegan Food and Living 'Enjoy these indulgent-but-healthy dishes indoors or out - you won't
even notice it's raining' Vegan Living 'Substantial ... just right for someone interested in exploring the world of
"plant-power"' The Vegetarian 'Inspired' Choice Magazine
Vegan Mock Meat Revolution Mar 22 2022 "Jackie Kearney's beautifully crafted book revolutionised not only
my spice rack but also my cooking style... the ultimate foodie's travel journal'. Review for My Vegan Travels,
The Vegan magazine. The Mock Meat Revolution is here and veganism never tasted so good with these
stunningly inventive recipes for plant-based meat and fish substitutes. While traditional butchers might be
disappearing from the high street there’s a new breed ready to slice a different kind of meat – made from
plants! So-called ‘vegetarian butchers’ are creating food that mimics meat and offering convincing substitutes
that look, feel and even taste like the real thing. Mock meat, of course, is nothing new. Patties made from soybased protein and wheat gluten have been around since the 1960s but now vegetables, nuts, pulses and grains
are in on the act and taking it to a whole new level. Prepare to be wowed by Jackie Kearney’s Paprika Seitan
Vegan ‘Dog’ with Cashew Cheese; Crispy Jackfruit Wings and Chickpea Tuna Quesadillas. From Tofish & Chips
to Sea-loving Sushi there’s a plant-based alternative to all your favourite meals.
Plant-based Burgers Feb 27 2020 Vegan fast-food is here to stay and never tasted so good with these
stunningly inventive recipes for plant-based burgers, dogs, subs, wings and much more!While traditional
butchers might be disappearing from the high street there’s a new breed ready to slice a different kind of meat
– made from plants! So-called ‘vegetarian butchers’ are creating food that mimics meat and offering convincing
substitutes that look, feel and even taste like the real thing. Mock meat, of course, is nothing new. Burger
patties made from soy-based protein and wheat gluten have been around since the 1960s but now vegetables,
nuts, pulses and grains are in on the act and taking vegan substitutes for all our fast food favourites to a whole
new level! But why buy over-processed and over-packaged meat-free products from supermarkets when you can
make healthier, cheaper and equally delicious meat-free fast fixes at home? Prepare to be wowed by recipes for
Easiest Vegan Burger Recipe Ever with Beet Ketchup, Hell Yeah Chilli Dogs, Baby Got No Beef Burrito, KFCstyle Chkn Burger and even Tofish & Chips.
The 22-Day Revolution Cookbook May 24 2022 From the creator of 22 Days Nutrition and bestselling author of
The Greenprint and The 22-Day Revolution comes a plant based cookbook full of the tools you need to live a
healthier, happier life, with more than 150 all-new, mouth-watering recipes and customizable meal plans to
create your own 22-Day Revolution program. Since health expert and exercise physiologist Marco Borges first
introduced his groundbreaking plant-based program in The 22-Day Revolution, the revolution has become a
movement, motivating thousands of readers and followers worldwide to take control of their health, lose
weight, and create better habits in just 22 days. Now Marco shares more than 150 mouthwatering recipes he’s
cultivated over the years working with high-profile artists including Jay Z, Jennifer Lopez, Pharrell Williams,
Gloria Estefan, Shakira, and Beyoncé—the food program is credited with creating some of the hottest bodies in
Hollywood. Plant-based nutrition has taken center stage as more and more people achieve optimum health by
significantly reducing their risk of serious health concerns like high cholesterol, heart disease, high blood
pressure, and diabetes. The 22-Day Revolution Cookbook creates the road map for the journey. If you’re looking
to kick-start a healthy lifestyle, Marco has created four customizable meal plans that will help you reach your
weight-loss and fitness goals—from serious weight loss to maintaining and building muscle. From decadent
classics such as Mac ’n’ Cheese and juicy Black Bean & Quinoa Burgers to the innovative flavors of the Teriyaki
Veggie Bowl with Meatless Balls and Walnut Chili—The 22-Day Revolution Cookbook will delight your family
and bring the incredible benefits of a plant-based lifestyle into your home. Foreword by Ryan Seacrest
Power Pulses Mar 30 2020 Pack even more superfoods into your day with Power Pulses Cookbook. Pulses are
delicious legume crops packed with goodness, and perfect for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Revolutionise your
diet with lentils, dry peas, beans, and chickpea recipes that deliver powerful protein and heart-healthy benefits.
Cook up everything from soup and salad to to curry and casseroles with 150 vegetarian recipes - all fully
flexible to offer dozens of vegan and meat-based variations. Power Pulse Cookbook is packed with mouthwatering photography and easy 'pulse exchange' options, to allow you to personalise each recipe according to
your tastes. With delicious pulse-based dishes from lentil bolognese to spicy carrot hummus, Power Pulses
Cookbook has something to offer everyone, whether you're a meat-loving omnivore or a dairy-free vegan.
The Alzheimer's Solution Dec 27 2019 THE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL, PROVEN PROGRAMME FOR REVERSING
THE SYMPTOMS OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE Alzheimer's Disease affects over 47 million people worldwide but
90 per cent of cases can be prevented. Based on the largest clinical study to date, The Alzheimer's Solution, by
leading neurologists and Alzheimer's specialists Drs Dean and Ayesha Sherzai, provides the essential practical
tools you and your family need to reverse the symptoms and prevent cognitive decline. Alzheimer's disease isn't

a genetic inevitability and a diagnosis doesn’t need to spell the end. Ninety per cent of us can avoid getting it
and for the 10 per cent with strong genetic risk, the disease can be delayed by 10 to 15 years. This is based on
the remarkable results Dr Dean Sherzai and Dr Ayesha Sherzai have seen in their own clinic. This much-needed
revolutionary book provides: *The groundbreaking and successful programme for the treatment of Alzheimer's
*A practical 5-part plan for reversing and preventing Alzheimer's, covering food, sleep, exercise, stressmanagement and activities that keep your brain healthy *A questionnaire for assessing your risk level and daily
guides for optimising your brain's health *Delicious and simple brain-healthy recipes for you and the family to
enjoy Praise for The Alzheimer's Solution: 'The Sherzais' research is changing the landscape of
neurodegenerative diseases as well as the outcomes for thousands of patients.' Dr Keith Black, Chairman of the
Neurosurgery Department and Director of the Maxine Dunitz Neurological Institute, Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center 'A very important book.' Dr Dilip Jeste, Distinguished Professor of Psychiatry and Neurosciences,
University of California, San Diego School of Medicine 'The Alzheimer’s Solution supplies everything you need
to know about the prevention of this disease' Dr Joel Fuhrman, New York Times best-selling author of Super
Immunity, Eat to Live and The End of Diabetes, President, Nutritional Research Foundation 'This [is a]
thorough, thoughtful, empowering, and timely book…Every family should own, and apply, The Alzheimer’s
Solution.' Dr David Katz, founding director of Yale University's Yale-Griffin Prevention Research Center,
founder and president of the True Health Initiative, and author of Disease-Proof
Vegan Mock Meat Revolution Jan 08 2021 The Mock Meat Revolution is here and veganism never tasted so
good with these stunningly inventive recipes for plant-based meat and fish substitutes. While traditional
butchers might be disappearing from the high street there’s a new breed ready to slice a different kind of
meat—made from plants! So-called “vegetarian butchers” are creating food that mimics meat and offering
convincing substitutes that look, feel, and even taste like the real thing. Mock meat, of course, is nothing new.
Patties made from soy-based protein and wheat gluten have been around since the 1960s but now vegetables,
nuts, pulses, and grains are in on the act and taking it to a whole new level. Prepare to be wowed by Jackie’s
Paprika Seitan Vegan “Dog” with Cashew Cheese; Crispy Jackfruit Wings; and Chickpea Tuna Quesadillas. From
Grain Meat Pastrami to Sea-loving Sushi there’s a plant-based alternative to all your favorite meals.
Plant Based Recipes for Dogs Nutritional Lifestyle Guide Jul 22 2019 There is more information and studies
that prove dogs can live a happy and healthy life on a plant based diet. This informative lifestyle guide and
vegan cookbook for dogs includes extensive content into what foods promote health and aid longevity, whilst
explaining why feeding dogs commercial dog food is not just harming and compromising the health of our dogs
but is also devastating our planet. Plant Based Recipes for Dogs shows you exactly how to create nutritionally
balanced meals that are sure to win over even the fussiest eater. With over 60 delicious nutritious recipes
including treats, complete meals, fast food ideas, Kong(r) fillings, homemade remedies and much more,
including: Sweet Potato Chew Strips - Coconut & Pineapple Cookies - Peanut Pillow Bites - Apple & Ginger Balls
- Parsley & Mint Breath Bones - Quinoa Protein Power Dinner - Buddha Bark Bowl - Mixed Bean Vegetable
Salad - Pearl Barley & Lentil Dog Meal - Scrambled Tofu & Vegan Sausages. www.vegandoglifestyle.com
The 22-Day Revolution Cookbook Jul 26 2022 From the creator of 22 Days Nutrition and bestselling author of
The Greenprint and The 22-Day Revolution comes a plant based cookbook full of the tools you need to live a
healthier, happier life, with more than 150 all-new, mouth-watering recipes and customizable meal plans to
create your own 22-Day Revolution program. Since health expert and exercise physiologist Marco Borges first
introduced his groundbreaking plant-based program in The 22-Day Revolution, the revolution has become a
movement, motivating thousands of readers and followers worldwide to take control of their health, lose
weight, and create better habits in just 22 days. Now Marco shares more than 150 mouthwatering recipes he’s
cultivated over the years working with high-profile artists including Jay Z, Jennifer Lopez, Pharrell Williams,
Gloria Estefan, Shakira, and Beyoncé—the food program is credited with creating some of the hottest bodies in
Hollywood. Plant-based nutrition has taken center stage as more and more people achieve optimum health by
significantly reducing their risk of serious health concerns like high cholesterol, heart disease, high blood
pressure, and diabetes. The 22-Day Revolution Cookbook creates the road map for the journey. If you’re looking
to kick-start a healthy lifestyle, Marco has created four customizable meal plans that will help you reach your
weight-loss and fitness goals—from serious weight loss to maintaining and building muscle. From decadent
classics such as Mac ’n’ Cheese and juicy Black Bean & Quinoa Burgers to the innovative flavors of the Teriyaki
Veggie Bowl with Meatless Balls and Walnut Chili—The 22-Day Revolution Cookbook will delight your family
and bring the incredible benefits of a plant-based lifestyle into your home. Foreword by Ryan Seacrest
The Whole Food, Plant-Based Revolution Nov 25 2019 -10 facts about processed foods (warning: you may find
them disgusting!)-How to develop self-control and discipline for eating healthy foods-6 grocery shopping tips to
make your WFPB journey easy and simple-How to change your mindset so you can change your eating habitsWhat foods to avoid and minimize in the WFPB diet-How to stop unhealthy food cravings so you can avoid
unnecessary slip ups-7 actionable steps you can take to embrace the WFPB diet-How to overcome resistance to
change? and finally transition to the WFPB lifestyle-31 days of delicious whole food, plant-based meal plans to
help you get started
The Chickpea Revolution Cookbook Dec 19 2021 Worried about being held responsible for the destruction of
the planet? What if you learned that one small thing—eating more plants and plant-based foods, including
chickpeas—could help you save the world? That the easiest strategy to combat climate change is simply eating
more legumes? The Chickpea Revolution Cookbook can help ease that burdensome guilt by arming you with
more than 80 recipes that incorporate more plant-based and sustainable foods into your diet, including
chickpeas. Studies continue to demonstrate that animal agriculture contributes more to climate change than
the emissions from all forms of transportation combined! Chickpeas are poised to become the bean of the
future due to their resilience to changing climate conditions, nutritional value, and incredible versatility. This
book will score you a high-five from Mother Nature, will have you eating hearty, and nutritious meals, and will

have your friends scrambling for a dinner invite. With this book, you have the opportunity to feel great, save
money, and address the most pressing challenge humanity has ever faced. So, let’s get cooking! Recipes
include socca bread, chickpea polenta bites, kung pao chickpea, chickpea sweet potato sliders, aquafaba lemon
meringue pie, chocolate chickpea brownies, and more!
The Plant Power Doctor Jun 13 2021 'Dr Gemma is one of the few brave voices in the medical community who
is experienced, courageous and confident enough to talk openly about food and its significance in preventing
disease to save lives.' Dr Rupy Aujla 'Packed full of leading science in a very accessible way and lots of beautiful
recipes too.' The Happy Pear 'The Plant Power Doctor should be on bookshelves of everyone who wants to live a
longer, better life.' Dan Buettner 'One of a new wave of GPs who prescribe lifestyle changes as well as drugs.'
The Telegraph You can eat your way to a brighter future Just imagine if what you put on your plate could
radically improve your health right now AND make you healthier in the future too... British family doctor
Gemma Newman explores how a simple change in diet helps many common chronic illnesses - from diabetes
and heart disease to obesity - and the science that explains why it works. Enjoy over 60 delicious meal ideas to
kick-start your plant-powered eating, along with simple shopping lists and meal plans. This book contains
everything you need to futureproof your body and mind. Are you ready to discover the power of plants? Let's
dive in...
The Plant-Based Diet Revolution Sep 28 2022 'This book is fantastic. We love the recipes and secretly wish that
we'd written them ourselves!' Stephen and David Flynn, The Happy Pear 'Get ready, because this book is going
to change your life in so many positive ways!' Kathy Freston, New York Times best-selling author of Clean
Protein 'Dr Alan Desmond's The Plant-Based Diet Revolution will introduce a new era of delicious food that
promotes a healthy mind, body and gut. Long live - and live long - in the Revolution!' Dr Will Bulsiewicz, New
York Times bestselling author of Fiber Fueled 'With clear scientific explanation, colourful illustrations, and
dozens of easy, tasty recipes, Dr Desmond has created an instant classic that gently guides you through the
delicious transition to a health-promoting, plant-based diet.' Dr Michael Klaper As rates of chronic disease
continue to rise, 'What should we eat?' has become one of the most important questions of the 21st century. Dr
Alan Desmond cuts through the diet confusion to explain how we can all unlock the power of a healthy gut and
optimise our overall well-being by simply putting more plants on our plate. Alongside clear explanations of the
science and 80 beautifully illustrated and completely plant-based recipes, you'll find 'the 28-day revolution', the
essential step-by-step guide to discovering the true power of a plant-based diet for yourself. Join The PlantBased Diet Revolution today and unleash the true power of the food on your plate!
Eat Your Way to a Six Pack Apr 30 2020 This book has over 100 recipes packed with layers of flavour and
texture, that start with delicious whole foods and are really easy to prepare in your own kitchen.
The Plant Protein Revolution Cookbook Jan 20 2022 In this sumptuous and authoritative cookbook full of
delectable protein-packed recipes, best-selling vegan author Robin Robertson shatters the stubborn myth that
it's hard to get enough protein on a plant-based diet. Robin serves up more than 85 fantastic recipes that
deliver ample amounts of entirely plant-based protein, along with a host of other nutrients and a whole lot of
big, bold, substantial flavors that anyone, vegan or not, can enjoy. From snacks and appetizers like Roasted
Smoky Chickpeas, in which tamari and chickpeas are the main protein sources, and Baked Tofu with Peanut
Sauce, where peanuts and tofu deliver a big protein punch, through delicious soups, stews, salads, and sides,
and on to dozens of robust main courses like Jambalaya Red Beans and Rice, Indonesian Noodles with Tempeh,
and White Bean Cassoulet, The Plant Protein Revolution Cookbook packs loads of tasty nutrients onto every
page. Chapters on plant-protein-rich breakfasts, sandwiches, and sweets and treats make this a book you can
use all day, any day. Whether you are a vegan wondering where your protein will come from or an omnivore who
wants to eat meatless on occasion but needs to know you're getting plenty of protein, this enticing book
deliciously delivers all the recipes you need.
The Book of Veganish Oct 25 2019 Bestselling authors Kathy Freston and Rachel Cohn join together to create
a toolbox of resources to aid socially aware teens and young adults interested in adopting a vegan lifestyle. The
Book of Veganish contains everything curious young adults need to help them navigate through the transition
to a vegan lifestyle. The 70 simple recipes are perfect for those with tight budgets and rudimentary cooking
tools (and skills). Filled with insights on the benefits of adopting a plant-based diet and how to best deal with
parents and the rest of the nonvegan world, The Book of Veganish will allow existing and aspiring vegans to
feel confident about their new lifestyle choices.
A Plant-Based Revolution Cookbook Jul 02 2020 Transition easily to a plant-based diet with over 85 recipes
and essential information for beginners. When you choose a plant-based lifestyle, it is truly one of the best
decisions you can make for your health, and as a bonus... the environment. The Plant-Based Diet Revolution
Cookbook is filled with mouthwatering recipes that will make it super easy for you to adopt to a whole-food,
plant-based (WFPB) diet. A WFPB diet is free of meat, dairy, eggs, fish, oil, and heavily processed foods.
Whether you are exploring a new lifestyle, a new way of eating, or maybe your doctor encouraged you to start
eating healthy, you will be glad you embarked on this way of eating. And you will feel the best you have ever felt
with more energy than you’ve ever had. You will uncover a variety of dishes made with ingredients you already
have in your home. You will also discover my guide on how to get started eating healthy, guides on what not to
eat, navigating with family and friends may not be aware of the benefits of a whole food plant-based diet, how
to plan meals to make it easier for you, even how to enjoy a plant-based meal at restaurants. Inside you will also
discover: The advantage to eating plant-based ― Learn the wealth of benefits that others have learned with
eating a whole food plant-based diet, how to set yourself up for success, and improving your overall health.
Beginner-friendly info―Lay the foundation for a lifetime of health and vitality with resources that are helpful
for beginners and above. Includes cooking guides, charts, conversions, substitutions, grocery shopping, and
easy to understand diet basics. Whole Food Plant-Based Fundamentals―Guidance for how to stock your pantry
with some basic ingredients plus definite must-haves. Quickly learn how to make simple and quick recipes

using ingredients already in your kitchen, with some extras to make delicious meals.
The Forks Over Knives Plan Nov 18 2021 From the creators of the groundbreaking documentary comes the
New York Times bestselling diet plan Sanjay Gupta called “the prescription you need to live a long, healthy
life”—a plan to transition to a delicious whole-foods, plant-based diet in just twenty-eight days. The trailblazing
film Forks Over Knives helped spark a medical and nutritional revolution. Backed by scientific research, the
film’s doctors and expert researchers made a radical but convincing case that modern diseases can be
prevented and often reversed by leaving meat, dairy, and highly refined foods off the plate and adopting a
whole-food, plant-based diet instead. Now, The Forks Over Knives Plan shows you how to put this life-saving,
delicious diet into practice in your own life. This easy-to-follow, meal-by-meal makeover is the approach
Doctors Alona Pulde and Matthew Lederman (featured in the documentary) use every day in their nutritional
health practice—a simple plan that focuses on hearty comfort foods and does not involve portion control or
worrying about obtaining single nutrients like protein and calcium. In just four short weeks you’ll learn how to
stock your refrigerator, plan meals, combat cravings, and discover all the tips and tricks you’ll need to eat on
the go and snack healthily. You’ll also get 100 simple, tasty recipes to keep you on the right track, beautiful
photographs, a 28-day eating guide, and advice throughout the book from people just like you. Whether you’re
already a convert and just want a dietary reboot, or you’re trying a plant-based diet for the first time, The Forks
Over Knives Plan makes it easier than ever to transition to this healthiest way of eating…and to maintain it for
life.
Fiber Fueled Mar 10 2021 The instant New York Times, USA Today, and Publisher's Weekly bestseller A bold
new plant-based plan that challenges popular keto and paleo diets, from an award-winning gastroenterologist.
The benefits of restrictive diets like paleo and keto have been touted for more than a decade, but as renowned
gastroenterologist Dr. Will Bulsiewicz, or "Dr. B," illuminates in this groundbreaking book, the explosion of
studies on the microbiome makes it abundantly clear that elimination diets are in fact hazardous to our health.
What studies clearly now show--and what Dr. B preaches with his patients--is that gut health is the key to
boosting our metabolism, balancing our hormones, and taming the inflammation that causes a host of diseases.
And the scientifically proven way to fuel our guts is with dietary fiber from an abundant variety of colorful
plants. Forget about the fiber your grandmother used to take--the cutting-edge science on fiber is incredibly
exciting. As Dr. B explains, fiber energizes our gut microbes to create powerhouse postbiotics called shortchain fatty acids (SCFAs) that are essential to our health. SCFAs are scientifically proven to promote weight
loss, repair leaky gut, strengthen the microbiome, optimize the immune system, reduce food sensitivities, lower
cholesterol, reverse type 2 diabetes, improve brain function, and even prevent cancer. Restrictive fad diets
starve the gut of the critical fiber we need, weaken the microbes, and make our system vulnerable. As a former
junk-food junkie, Dr. B knows firsthand the power of fiber to dramatically transform our health. The good news
is that our guts can be trained. Fiber-rich, real foods--with fruits, vegetables, whole grains, seeds, nuts, and
legumes--start working quickly and maintain your long-term health, promote weight loss, and allow you to
thrive and feel great from the inside out. With a 28-day jumpstart program with menus and more than 65
recipes, along with essential advice on food sensitivities, Fiber Fueled offers the blueprint to start
turbocharging your gut for lifelong health today.
The 22-Day Revolution Aug 27 2022 Join the revolution! From the fitness and nutrition guru who transformed
the diets of Beyoncé, Jay-Z and Pharrell Williams comes practical advice and tools for switching to a plantbased lifestyle. Includes more than 65 healthy and delicious vegan recipes to help transform your life and body
in just 22 days. If you want lose weight, if you want to be fitter and stronger than ever before, The 22-Day
Revolution is the answer. Founded on the principle that it takes 21 days to make or break a habit - 'with 22
Days, you've found the way', as Jay-Z puts it - The 22-Day Revolution is an accessible plan for anyone seeking a
healthier lifestyle, to lose weight, or to reverse serious health concerns. The benefits of a vegan diet cannot be
overstated, it has been proven to help prevent cancer, lower cholesterol levels, reduce the risk of heart disease,
decrease blood pressure, and even reverse diabetes. As one of today's most sought after health experts, exercise
physiologist Marco Borges has spent years helping his exclusive list of high profile clients permanently change
their lives and bodies through his innovative methods. Clients from Beyoncé, Jay-Z, Jennifer Lopez, Kanye West,
and Pharrell Williams, to Gloria Estefan, Gwen Stefani, and Shakira have all turned to him for his expertise.
Now, for the first time, he unveils his coveted and revolutionary manifesto, featuring the comprehensive
fundamentals of starting a plant-based diet. Inside, you'll find motivating strategies, benefits and tips for
staying the course, delicious recipes, and a detailed 22-day meal plan. With this program, you will lead a
healthier, more energetic and productive life - helping you to live the life you want, not just the one you have.
The Plant-Based Diet Revolution Oct 29 2022 'This book is fantastic. We love the recipes and secretly wish that
we'd written them ourselves!' Stephen and David Flynn, The Happy Pear 'Get ready, because this book is going
to change your life in so many positive ways!' Kathy Freston, New York Times best-selling author of Clean
Protein 'Dr Alan Desmond's The Plant-Based Diet Revolution will introduce a new era of delicious food that
promotes a healthy mind, body and gut. Long live - and live long - in the Revolution!' Dr Will Bulsiewicz, New
York Times bestselling author of Fiber Fueled 'With clear scientific explanation, colourful illustrations, and
dozens of easy, tasty recipes, Dr Desmond has created an instant classic that gently guides you through the
delicious transition to a health-promoting, plant-based diet.' Dr Michael Klaper As rates of chronic disease
continue to rise, 'What should we eat?' has become one of the most important questions of the 21st century. Dr
Alan Desmond cuts through the diet confusion to explain how we can all unlock the power of a healthy gut and
optimise our overall well-being by simply putting more plants on our plate. Alongside clear explanations of the
science and 80 beautifully illustrated and completely plant-based recipes, you'll find 'the 28-day revolution', the
essential step-by-step guide to discovering the true power of a plant-based diet for yourself. Join The PlantBased Diet Revolution today and unleash the true power of the food on your plate!
Voices of the Food Revolution Feb 21 2022 Did you know that: More than 80% of the foods you eat in

restaurants and buy at supermarkets contain genetically engineered ingredients, and that these ingredients
have been linked to toxic and allergic reactions in people; sickness, sterility, and fatalities in livestock; and
damage to virtually every organ studied in lab animals?If you don't count French fries, ketchup or pizza as
vegetables, more than half of Americans eat no vegetables at all?Cows raised for meat are impacting our
climate more than cars?It’s possible to be a positive food revolutionary without sounding like a self-righteous
nag? Join John and Ocean Robbins for 21 intimate, game-changing conversations with some of the world’s
leading “food revolutionaries”: scientists, doctors, teachers, farmers, economists, activists, and nutritionists
working on food issues today. Introduced and with commentary by John Robbins and his son Ocean, the book
features luminaries such as: Dean Ornish, MD, on his years-in-the-making breakthrough with Medicare (his
program for healing heart disease is now covered)Kathy Freston on making incremental, manageable changes
to how we eatT. Colin Campbell, PhD, (author of the famed China Study) with the latest research on animal
protein and human healthJoel Fuhrman, MD (author of the bestselling Eat to Live), on achieving excellent
health through dietCaldwell Esselstyn, MD, of the Cleveland Clinic on wiping out heart disease by changing
what we eatVandana Shiva, PhD, on GMOs and Big AgRory Freedman on how to stop eating misery and start
looking fabulousRaj Patel on building a saner global food policy Each contributor discusses his or her work in
depth, but together they make one rallying cry: for a healthy, sustainable, humane, and delicious revolution in
how we and the world are fed. Over twenty-five years ago John Robbins started a revolution. This book is proof
of how far we’ve come, a fascinating look behind the scenes of the multi-faceted food movement, and a call to
join in the work of ensuring our health and food future.
The Clean Pet Food Revolution Jun 01 2020 "Did you know that a quarter of all the meat consumed in the
United States is eaten by our pets? That's the equivalent to the amount devoured by 26 million Americans, and
it makes U.S. cats and dogs equal to the fifth largest country in terms of animal protein consumption. Yet the
impact pet food has on the environment and climate change, how healthy or necessary it is for our animal
companions, or how it impacts the welfare of the farmed animals who become that food are barely known or
ignored-even by animal lovers.! The Clean Pet Food Revolution lifts the lid on the current pet food industry: its
claims of what constitutes a "natural" diet for pets, its shocking record on animal welfare, and its devastating
effect on the environment and climate change. The book explodes myths about "grain-free" diets, protein
intake, and what our pets "want." Finally, it details the many exciting scientific developments in alternative
proteins-whether from plants, fungi, insects, or cell-based meat products-that promise not only to completely
change what we feed our cats and dogs but to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, end farmed-animal slaughter,
and make our pets healthier. Written by specialists in veterinary science, biotech, and animal welfare, The
Clean Pet Food Revolution is a thoroughly researched and compellingly written excoriation of an unsustainable
present and a fascinating glimpse of future possibilities"-BISH BASH BOSH! Sep 23 2019 OVER 1 MILLION BOSH! BOOKS SOLD As seen on ITV’s Living on the Veg
‘The Vegan Jamie Olivers’ The Times Over 140 brand new, unmissable plant-based recipes.
Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease Aug 03 2020 The New York Times bestselling guide to the lifesaving diet
that can both prevent and help reverse the effects of heart disease Based on the groundbreaking results of his
twenty-year nutritional study, Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease by Dr. Caldwell Esselstyn illustrates that a
plant-based, oil-free diet can not only prevent the progression of heart disease but can also reverse its effects.
Dr. Esselstyn is an internationally known surgeon, researcher and former clinician at the Cleveland Clinic and a
featured expert in the acclaimed documentary Forks Over Knives. Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease has
helped thousands across the country, and is the book behind Bill Clinton’s life-changing vegan diet. The proof
lies in the incredible outcomes for patients who have followed Dr. Esselstyn's program, including a number of
patients in his original study who had been told by their cardiologists that they had less than a year to live.
Within months of starting the program, all Dr. Esselstyn’s patients began to improve dramatically, and twenty
years later, they remain free of symptoms. Complete with more than 150 delicious recipes perfect for a plantbased diet, the national bestseller Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease explains the science behind the simple
plan that has drastically changed the lives of heart disease patients forever. It will empower readers and give
them the tools to take control of their heart health.
No Happy Cows Dec 07 2020 The journalist and author of The Food Revolution offers a collection of essays on
food politics, sustainability, and revolution. With words like food additives, GMOs, and Big Food buzzing
around, it’s getting harder to choose what to eat. Even the most well-informed eaters could learn a thing or two
about real food and the food system. Gathering and updating articles from his Huffington Post column,
celebrated food politics journalist John Robbins presents his most recent observations along with never before
published material. With commentaries on what we should and shouldn’t eat, Robbins brings us to the
frontlines of today’s food revolution. From his undercover investigations of feedlots and slaughterhouses, to the
slave trade behind chocolate and coffee, he gives readers a look into the importance of working for a more
compassionate and environmentally responsible world. In No Happy Cows, you’ll learn about: · Greed and
salmonella · Soy and Alzheimer's · Vitaminwater deception · And much more!
The Food Revolution Apr 23 2022 The Saving Power of the Plant-Based Diet A revolution in food-politics. When
John Robbins released an early version of this book in 1987, he took the first steps in launching the food
revolution. His viewpoint and insight on the harms of America’s eating habits was a wake-up call for many. By
bringing to our attention fundamental issues in our eating habits, such as our dependence on animal products,
Robbins provokes our awareness and promotes change. Making conscious food choices. It is obvious to us that
what we eat affects our own bodies, but what we may not realize is that what we eat also affects our world. In
fact, most of the foods that are bad for us (think: genetically modified products) also negatively impact our
environment. By approaching our eating habits with intentionality, we benefit our own health and that of the
world we live in. The value of a plant-based diet. Robbins’ arguments for a plant-based diet are compelling and
backed by over 20 years of work focused on the subject of conscious eating. Through exposing the dangers in

our factory farming system, Robbins makes a definitive case for solely plant-based eating. This timely read on
healthy eating will enlighten those curious about plant-based diets and fortify the mindsets of the already
converted. Read John Robbins’ book, The Food Revolution: How Your Diet Can Help Save Your Life and Our
World, and discover… • The negative effects your current eating habits could be having on you • A powerful
case for plant-based eating • Wisdom from one of the most frequently cited books of the food-politics
revolution If books such as We are the Weather, How Not to Die, 31-Day Food Revolution, or Fast Food
Genocide have interested you, then The Food Revolution is the next book for you!
The PlantPure Nation Cookbook Aug 23 2019 A revolution has begun... From a creative team that includes the
producer and writer of Forks Over Knives, the documentary film PlantPure Nation captures the inspiring story
of plant-based nutrition's impact on a small town in the rural South and the effort to bring about historic
political change. As the film's official companion cookbook, The PlantPure Nation Cookbook brings this
powerful, science-based approach to nutrition from the big screen to your kitchen with some of the same
mouthwatering recipes that kick-started the revolution, promoting the health benefits of a whole food, plantbased diet. Author Kim Campbell is the wife of PlantPure Nation Executive Producer and Director Nelson
Campbell and daughter-in-law of Dr. T. Colin Campbell, coauthor of The China Study and father of the modern
plant-based nutrition movement. She is also a culinary contributor, recipe developer, and cooking instructor at
Campbell Wellness, a health and wellness business. In PlantPure Nation Cookbook, she shares more than 150
extensively tested, 100% plant-based recipes that she has created and cultivated over 25 years of vegan
cooking, such as: Buffalo Beans and Greens No-Bake Chocolate Pumpkin Pie Spinach Lasagna Green Pepper
Tofu Scramble Reuben Casserole With a foreword by Dr. Campbell, The PlantPure Nation Cookbook is also
filled with tips, tricks, and grocery lists for people interested in a whole food, plant-based diet. And with
intimate background and behind-the-scenes details from PlantPure Nation film, this companion cookbook is a
must-have for stimulating healthful eating in your home. Join the revolution to jumpstart your health!
Plant Based "Green Chemistry 2.0" Jan 28 2020 This book provides practical information on obtaining and
using a wide variety of plant based reagents for different sectors, addressing the needs and challenges in a
single resource. The chapters complement each other seamlessly and present contributions from reputed
international researchers and renowned professionals from industry, covering the latest efforts in the field. The
book serves as the starting point for future collaborations in the new area "Plant Based Green Chemistry"
between research, industry, and education, covering large ecologic and economic applications: perfume,
cosmetic, pharmaceutical, food ingredients, nutraceuticals, biofuels, or fine chemicals industries. This book is
aimed at professionals from industries, academicians engaged in plant based green chemistry, researchers and
graduate level students, but will also be useful to food technologists and students and researchers involved in
natural products chemistry.
The Greenprint May 12 2021 New York Times bestselling author and CEO of 22 Days Nutrition, Marco Borges
introduces one of the most inclusive, practical, and revolutionary plant-based lifestyle plans - The Greenprint.
By following its 22 proven effective guidelines, you will shift your mindset, improve your health, lose weight,
and impact the planet for the better. Accessible and easy-to-follow, The Greenprint is a movement to embrace
your absolute best and healthiest life. Through his more than two decades of experience working with clients,
including some of the world's biggest celebrities, and spearheading exercise and nutrition research, Borges
developed the groundbreaking "22 Laws of Plants," which he's determined are the most important plant-based
diet, exercise, and lifestyle secrets for losing weight, increasing energy, boosting metabolism, and reducing
inflammation, not to mention helping minimize your carbon imprint to help the planet. The Greenprint outlines
three simple, step-by-step plans to implement the 22 Laws into your life, depending on where you are on your
journey. Whether you are ready for a gradual shift or excited to tackle them all full-on, in just weeks you will be
on your way to a healthier, cleaner approach to eating that includes plenty of whole grains, bountiful veggies,
legumes, nuts and more. You'll also find meal plans, more than 60 delicious recipes, countless tips, and
inspirational stories to help you along the way. Take control of your diet, create your own Greenprint and
forever alter your weight, your health and the planet.
Plant-Based on a Budget Sep 04 2020 Eat vegan—for less! Between low-paying jobs, car troubles, student
loans, vet bills, and trying to pay down credit card debt, Toni Okamoto spent most of her early adult life living
paycheck to paycheck. So when she became a vegan at age 20, she worried: How would she be able to afford
that kind of lifestyle change? Then she discovered how to be plant-based on a budget. Through her popular
website, Toni has taught hundreds of thousands of people how to eat a plant-strong diet while saving money in
the process. With Plant-Based on a Budget, going vegan is not only an attainable goal, but the best choice for
your health, the planet—and your wallet. Toni's guidance doesn't just help you save money—it helps you save
time, too. Every recipe in this book can be ready in around 30 minutes or less. Through her imaginative and
incredibly customizable recipes, Toni empowers readers to make their own substitutions based on the
ingredients they have on hand, reducing food waste in the process. Inside discover 100 of Toni's "frugal but
delicious" recipes, including: • 5-Ingredient Peanut Butter Bites • Banana Zucchini Pancakes • Sick Day Soup
• Lentils and Sweet Potato Bowl • PB Ramen Stir Fry • Tofu Veggie Gravy Bowl • Jackfruit Carnita Tacos •
Depression Era Cupcakes • Real Deal Chocolate Chip Cookies With a foreword by Michael Greger, MD, PlantBased on a Budget gives you everything you need to make plant-based eating easy, accessible, and most of all,
affordable. Featured in the groundbreaking documentary What the Health
Clean Protein Apr 11 2021 Join the CLEAN PROTEIN revolution and lose weight, feel stronger, and live longer.
Food and wellness experts Kathy Freston and Bruce Friedrich have spent years researching the future of
protein. They've talked to the food pioneers and the nutrition scientists, and now they've distilled what they've
learned into a strength-building plan poised to reshape your body and change your world. Complete with
delicious recipes and a detailed guide to food planning, Clean Protein explains everything you need to know in
order to get lean, gain energy, and stay mentally sharp. You'll finally understand in simple terms why protein is

essential, how much you should get, and where to find the best sources of it. Clean Protein is a powerful
solution to excess weight and chronic health issues, and it's a cultural revolution that will be talked about for
decades.
A Food Revolution Jul 14 2021 Literally on my way to dying from Type 2 Diabetes, I had been searching nearly
2 years for a natural cure. When I got diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, my Primary Care Physician recommended
multiple diabetes medications, insulin, and a keto type diet. He stated that diabetes is a progressive disease,
worse than cancer, and he reinforced that there is no cure for it. Unable to take any of the medications, my
diabetes wasn't getting much better despite rigorous exercising and even intermittent fasting. My doctor fired
me for being "non-compliant." Then I discovered the power of the whole food plant-based diet. After adopting
this lifestyle, I reversed my Type 2 diabetes, hypertension and lost over 70 pounds. The health benefits of plantbased eating are proven by research-backed data by many physicians, notably Dr. Neal Barnard, Founder and
President of the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine. According to the World Health Organization,
cardiovascular diseases are the #1 cause of death annually, taking an estimated 17.9 million lives each year.
There are over 422 million people around the world with type 2 diabetes which leads to serious health issues
like heart disease, kidney failure, dialysis, blindness, limb amputations, death. The global obesity epidemic
shows more than 1 billion overweight adults, at least 300 million of them obese. Obesity is a major risk factor
for chronic diseases including diabetes, heart disease, HTN, stroke, and certain cancers. The health benefits of
plant-based eating can prevent, treat, and often reverse these deadly diseases. I share my personal journey, tell
you how you can take charge of your health with this lifestyle, and encourage all physicians to learn about plantbased eating so they can offer it to their patients as the primary avenue to prevent, treat, and even cure their
diseases. Special chapter on how to boost your immune system against COVID-19. Together, we can win the war
on global diseases!
The Plant-Based Dog Food Revolution: With 50 Recipes Jun 25 2022 Plant- based dog food is the latest
revolution in caring for our tail- wagging friends Eating organic, quality food has become a major priority in
promoting healthy lifestyles of many humans, which begs the question—why don’t we apply this same practice
to feeding our dogs? Commercial dog food is full of additives, fillers, and other processed ingredients which
can have negative impacts on a dog’s overall health. From mother-daughter duo Mimi and Lisa Kirk comes this
eye-opening guide to feeding dogs a healthy, plant-based diet made of ingredients that are not only pet safe,
but also human grade. Lentils, sweet potatoes, quinoa, kale, herbs and spices—all of these healthy human
favorites have their place in the dog bowl! With dozens of Fido- approved recipes, The Plant-Based Dog Food
Diet provides quick and easy basic meals and treats, an overview of what dogs need to stay healthy, and tips on
food prep and storage.
The Plant-Based Healthy Dog Revolution Aug 15 2021 Plant- based dog food is the latest revolution in caring
for our tail- wagging friends Eating organic, quality food has become a major priority in promoting healthy
lifestyles of many humans, which begs the question—why don’t we apply this same practice to feeding our
dogs? Commercial dog food is full of additives, fillers, and other processed ingredients which can have negative
impacts on a dog’s overall health. From mother-daughter duo Mimi and Lisa Kirk comes this eye-opening guide
to feeding dogs a healthy, plant-based diet made of ingredients that are not only pet safe, but also human
grade. Lentils, sweet potatoes, quinoa, kale, herbs and spices—all of these healthy human favorites have their
place in the dog bowl! With dozens of Fido- approved recipes, The Plant-Based Dog Food Diet provides quick
and easy basic meals and treats, an overview of what dogs need to stay healthy, and tips on food prep and
storage.
Moo's Law Feb 09 2021 Moo’s Law is the latest title from successful investor Jim Mellon, to help readers
understand the investment landscape in cultivated and plant-based proteins and materials. Jim has a vision
that within the next couple of decades world agriculture will be radically transformed by the advent of
cultivated meat technology. This book grounds the reader in why such an advancement is absolutely necessary
and informs them of the investments they could make to become part of the New Agricultural Revolution
themselves. The harrowing effects on our environment, animal cruelty in food and fashion, and the struggling
ability to feed the world's ever-growing population gives us no choice but to grow meat in labs or derive our
proteins from plant-based sources. Not only this, he outlines what he sees as the major hurdles to the
industry's success in terms of scalability of production and the smart designing of regulatory frameworks to
stimulate innovation in this sector. The future of food is being developed in labs across the world - it will be
cleaner, safer, more ethical and, importantly soon, cheaper too! Once price parity with conventional meats is
reached, there will be no turning back -- this is Moo's Law™.
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